In 1996, a sheep named Dolly was cloned from a cell of an adult sheep. This brought the cloning of humans into the realm of practical possibility. Debates on the ethical issues that shroud this possibility still rage on. This book tells the story of two of the primary creators of Dolly the clone -Ian Wilmut and Keith Campbell. They are joined by writer Colin Tudge in recounting to us this tale of man's struggle and triumph over one of biology's longstanding challenges: cloning through somatic nuclear transfer.
Colin, who is the primary writer, presents the story from the point of view of Ian, who oversaw the entire project, and also from that of Keith, whose technical innovations were crucial to the successful creation of Dolly. This book begins with an introduction to the biology of a cell for the uninitiated. Supplemented by a comprehensive glossary of technical terms, it manages to bring the complexity of the process to the layman level without diluting the science -a rare treat in such books. Then the convoluted path to the discovery of the technique of cloning is traced. Being a student of science I find this most commendable as Ian, Keith, and Colin paint the true picture of science whose advances are more through leaps of intuition than through a steadfast adherence to pre-established paths of logic. After informing the reader with the facts and the motivation behind the cloning, there is a chapter on Ian Wilmut's ideas on cloning people, which he finds "distasteful." Finally the original scientific paper that announced the birth of Dolly is boldly presented to the reader. With the clearly and entertainingly presented account, I think the authors are successful in achieving their goal, which is to make the novice in science read and appreciate the scientific manuscript.
This book is very entertaining to read, sprinkled with anecdotes and aphorisms amidst the fascinating facts of biology. It is an unbiased account in most respects as the authors also present the objections that question their findings. This objectivity shown by them for their science is preserved in their opinions on human cloning and other controversial issues. In addition Book reviews to being a great read, this book is a must for anyone who wants to have an informed opinion on issues like human cloning, which will transform the way we think about life in the future. The power of cloning and the knowledge of the human genome have now given us the ability to effect future generations of humans in more direct ways than were possible before. Engineering the germline (which refers to altering the genes that go into making up the sperm or ova, which fuse to develop into a baby) is one such way.
In this compilation, the editors bring together the opinions of a wide range of eminent personalities on this controversial subject. The book is organized in three sections. In the first section, the reader is brought up to speed with the realities of germline engineering in humans, with essays written by eminent scientists like Leroy Hood, a key figure in the human genome project and Mario Capecchi, a leading researcher in genetic manipulations in mice. This lucidly written section sets you thinking about some of the safety and ethical issues that society would face, while highlighting the obvious benefits of such a method in combating debilitating
